Relationships between cell division, expression of growth factors and microcirculation in the thyroids of Tg-A2aR transgenic mice and patients with Graves' disease.
Tissue heterogeneity and nodule formation are hallmarks of thyroid growth. This is accounted for by the clonality theory that acknowledges different individual cellular abilities to respond to trophic stimuli. In order to test the hypothesis that functional and mitotic properties of thyrocytes could be influenced by paracrine interactions with neighbour endothelial cells, studies were conducted in both mouse and human goitre models. In the first part of the study, homogenous goitres in C57 black mice were compared with heterogeneous goitres in transgenic hyperthyroid mice expressing the A2 adenosine receptor (Tg-A2aR). The second part of the study concentrated on comparing human thyroid tIssue of control individuals and of patients with Graves' disease. The rate of cell division was evaluated by immunohistochemical detection of cells positive for proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA). Their spatial distribution was then correlated with immunohistochemical cellular expression of growth- and vasoactive-related factors (fibroblast growth factor-2, transforming growth factor-beta, endothelin-1, vascular endothelial growth factor, nitric oxide synthase III), and with microcirculation expansion. Observations were made on digitalised images of histological serial sections. The nearest-neighbour method was used to distinguish between random or clustered distribution. PCNA-positive cells were both randomly and uniformly distributed in homogenous goitres from C57 black mice, and were clustered in tIssue areas identified as papillary and hyperplastic zones in heterogeneous goitres from Tg-A2aR mice. However, they were absent in the so-called compact cellular zones featuring resting cells. Moreover, whereas papillary and hyperplastic zones were highly vascularised, compact zones were nearly free of microvessels. Spatial distribution of dividing cells was positively correlated with the expression of growth-related factors. A similar pattern was observed in the thyroids of patients with Graves' disease. In accordance with the recent demonstration of the presence of angiofollicular units in the thyroid, these data strongly support the hypothesis that functional and mitotic properties of each single thyrocyte, likely to be responsible for growth heterogeneity of hyperplastic glands, may be adjusted at tIssue level by specific interactions with neighbour endothelial cells that, in turn, could alter the mitotic rate of thyrocytes through paracrine signals.